
Content Area:  Social Studies 
Standard:  1.  History 
Prepared Graduates: 

 Develop an understanding of how people view, construct, and interpret history  
 

Grade Level Expectation: First Grade 
Concepts and skills students master: 

1. Describe patterns and chronological order of events of the recent past 
Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness Competencies 
Students can: 

a. Arrange life events in chronological 
order  

b. Identify the components of a calendar. 
Topics to include but not limited to 
days of the week, months, and 
notable events 

c. Identify past events using a calendar 
d. Use words related to time, sequence, 

and change 
 

Inquiry Questions:  
1. Why is it important to know the order of events? 
2. How are current patterns similar to and different from those experienced by people 

who lived in a community in the past? 
 

Relevance and Application: 
1. Events are recorded in sequential order to increase understanding, see relationships, 

understand cause and effect, and organize information. For example, scientists 
record information about experiments in sequential order so they can replicate 
them, and law enforcement re-creates timelines to find missing people or solve 
crimes. 

2. Groups of individuals use similar tools for the organization of sequential information 
in order to communicate in a clear manner.  

 
 
Nature of History: 

1. Historical thinkers understand the importance of comparing and contrasting in 
identifying patterns and trends. 

2. Historical thinkers use chronology to sequence events. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Content Area:  Social Studies 
Standard:  1.  History 
Prepared Graduates: 

 Analyze key historical periods and patterns of change over time within and across nations and cultures  
 

Grade Level Expectation: First Grade 
Concepts and skills students master: 

2. Family and cultural traditions in the United States in the past 
Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness Competencies 
Students can: 

a. Identify similarities and differences 
between themselves and others 

b. Discuss common and unique 
characteristics of different cultures 
using multiple sources of information  

c. Identify famous Americans from the 
past who have shown courageous 
leadership 

d. Identify and explain the meaning of 
American national symbols. Symbols 
to include but not limited to the 
American flag, bald eagle, Statue of 
Liberty, Uncle Sam, the Capitol, and 
the White House 
 
 

Inquiry Questions:  
1. What are national symbols and their relationship to traditions in the United States? 
2. What are family and cultural traditions and how have they changed over time? 
3. How have individuals made a difference in their community? 

 

Relevance and Application: 
1. The understanding of family and cultural traditions informs decisions and creates 

knowledge that is used throughout life. For example, Uncle Sam is used by political 
cartoonists to represent the United States. 

2. Knowledge of cultural traditions of various groups helps to gain insight, have new 
experiences, and collaboratively interact with society. For example, bowing is a sign 
of respect that American businesspersons would use when working in Japan.  

Nature of History: 
1. Historical thinkers understand the importance of comparing and contrasting in 

identifying patterns and trends. 
2. Historical thinkers use chronology to sequence events. 

 

 
 



 
 

Content Area:  Social Studies 
Standard:  2.  Geography 
Prepared Graduates: 

 Examine places and regions and the connections among them 
 
Grade Level Expectation: First Grade 
Concepts and skills students master: 

2. People in different groups and communities interact with each other and with the 
environment 

Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness Competencies 
Students can: 
a. Identify examples of boundaries that 

affect family and friends 
b. Give examples of how people use and 

interrelate with Earth’s resources 
c. Identify how community activities 

differ due to physical and cultural 
characteristics  

d. Give examples of how schools and 
neighborhoods in different places are 
alike and different 

e. Identify cultural and family traditions 
and their connections to other groups 
and the environment 

 

Inquiry Questions:  
1. How are places like communities similar to and different from where you live? 
2. How do people celebrate traditions? 
3. What celebration or tradition would you create? 
4. How do people use resources in the local community? 
5. How do individuals in the community use the environment? 

Relevance and Application: 
1. Maps change over time.  
2. People from various cultures are both similar and different and these differences are 

reflected in clothing, language, culture influencing social interactions. 
3. Boundaries and the need for boundaries affect everyday life. For example, boundary 

lines determine who owns a piece of property. 

Nature of Geography: 
1. Spatial thinkers study resources, their availability, and use as a key to 

understanding human interactions with their environment and each other. 
2. Spatial thinkers study human and environmental interactions and consequences of 

those interactions. 



 
 
 

Content Area:  Social Studies 
Standard:  4.  Civics 
Prepared Graduates: 

 Analyze and practice rights, roles, and responsibilities of citizens  
 

Grade Level Expectation: First Grade 
Concepts and skills students master: 

1. Effective groups have responsible leaders and team members 
Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness Competencies 
Students can: 

a. Describe the characteristics of 
responsible leaders 

b. Identify the attributes of a responsible 
team member   

c. Demonstrate the ability to be both a 
leader and team member 

Inquiry Questions:  
1. How do you know if you are a responsible team member? 
2. How do you know if you are a responsible leader? 
3. What qualities make a responsible leader and can they change? 
4. How do you know when you are working with an effective team? 

 

Relevance and Application: 
1. Groups work as a team toward a collective goal that honors the views of its 

members. For example, a family decides to save money toward a vacation or a 
student cleans the house to help the family. 

2. Good leadership skills involve being able to plan, collaborate, investigate, listen, and 
problem solve. For example, teachers listen to the needs of students when trying to 
make a decision about what is best for the class and a student is able to help 
mediate a conflict between two friends. 
 

Nature of Civics: 
1. Responsible community members know how to be a good leader and good team 

member. 
 

 
 



 
 
 

Content Area:  Social Studies 
Standard:  4.  Civics 
Prepared Graduates: 

 Analyze origins, structure, and functions of governments and their impacts on societies and citizens  
 
Grade Level Expectation: First Grade 
Concepts and skills students master: 

2. Notable people, places, holidays and patriotic symbols 
Evidence Outcomes 21st Century Skills and Readiness Competencies 
Students can: 

a. Give examples of notable leaders of 
different communities leaders to 
include but not limited to the 
president, mayor, governor, and law 
enforcement 

b. Give examples of various patriotic 
symbols to include but not limited to 
the flag, bald eagle, Uncle Sam, and 
the national anthem 

c. Identify significant places. Places to 
include but not limited to the Statue of 
Liberty, Capitol, White House, and 
important community sites 

d. Identify significant civic holidays 
e. Identify the American flag and the 

Colorado flag 

Inquiry Questions:  
1. Why do we have national, community, and local celebrations and holidays? 
2. Who are important people in the development of our country? 
3. How are new national symbols, songs, or holidays created? 

Relevance and Application: 
1. Symbols, songs, holidays, traditions, places, and people help to provide identity for 

the community and nation. For example, the Pledge of Allegiance is said on various 
occasions, individuals may salute the flag of their country, and patriotic songs are 
sung at sporting events and July 4th parades celebrate our nation’s independence. 
 

Nature of Civics: 
1. Responsible community members understand the responsibilities of being a member 

of a community. 
2. Responsible community members see communities as multi-dimensional entities. 
3. Responsible community members investigate responsibility as a central part of 

group membership. 



 


